CourtSide XCS12 Seat
The Hussey CourtSide XCS12 is the highlight of the

The seat module is manufactured from HDPE (High Density

CourtSide Seating Collection, the most comfortable bench-

Polyethylene) injected molded plastic. The attachment

style seating option in the marketplace.

bracket is 12-gauge steel, used to securely fasten the

Its unique design provides spectators with an individual
ergonomically contoured 12" (305 mm) seat on a telescopic
seating system.

seat with a metal-to-metal connection to the MAXAM™
Telescopic System for spectator safety and enhanced
product performance.

The CourtSide XCS12 makes a bold design statement in
any facility. It provides exceptional comfort and enhanced
support with an integral “waterfall” front edge. The unique
design of the CourtSide uses dual texturing combined
with a curvilinear front seat riser to produce its signature
architectural style elements.
The CourtSide XCS12 seating solution is a perfect fit with
Hussey’s MAXAM™ Telescopic Seating System, providing
each spectator a full 21” (537mm) of clear foot space and
the best overall comfort and event experience.
Environmental sensitivity is a cornerstone of Hussey’s
new product design process. The CourtSide XCS12 is
manufactured from 100% recyclable materials.

The CourtSide Seating Collection is the perfect choice for any facility looking for enhanced spectator
comfort, architectural design appeal, safe, reliable product performance and exceptional value.

CourtSide Comfort

The CourtSide XCS12 is in a comfort class
of it’s own. A gradual “waterfall” curve on
the forward edge reduces pressure to the
sensitive region of the thighs regardless of
the leg position. Add a Spacer and Backrest
for a clearly defined team bench and/or to
maximize guest comfort.

CourtSide XCS12 Features

The CourtSide XCS12 is the perfect choice for any facility
looking for enhanced spectator comfort, architectural
design appeal, safe, reliable product performance and
exceptional value.
• Ergonomic Contoured Designs
• Individual Contoured Seat Design
• Proper Seat Heights and Clear Foot Space for

CourtSide Style

CourtSide’s linear and vertical elements and
individual scallop seats enhance look and
functionality. Contoured lines provide clear
leg and foot space for additional spectator
comfort. There’s ample room for a “continuous
clean sweep” which is important for facility
maintenance. The dual texture seat surface is
easy to clean & maintain.

CourtSide Custom

Select from any one of our standard, select
or custom colors and add seat numbers,
row letters or donor plates to help create
additional revenue. Incorporate a “Signature
Logo” in multiple colors or add the school
logo to the end of each row in a new full
color graphic application, an exclusive in the
CourtSide Seating Collection.
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Enhanced Spectator Comfort
• Modern Design Lines and Texturing
• Ease of Maintenance
• Customizable Options, Seat Numbers, Row Letters,
Logos, Donor Plates
• Standard, Select or Custom Colors
• Manufactured from 100% Recyclable Materials

Size & Color

The seat height ranges from 16⅛” (410 mm) on 9⅝”
(244 mm) rise to a full 18⅛” (460 mm) on 11⅝” (295 mm)
rise systems. The CourtSide XCS12 seats are available
in 15 standard colors.

983 Black, 268 Purple, 504 Burgundy, 050 Grey, 452 Sand, 194 Red, 125 Gold, 000 White,
156 Tan, 289 Blue, 187 Bright Red, 116 Yellow, 627 Legend Green, 123 Marigold, 301 Blue

